A bounded linear transformation of an abstract Hilbert space 5C into itself will be called an operator on 3C. A one-parameter family P(e) of operators on 3C will be called regular on the interval |e| <p if it can be expressed as a convergent power series in a real parameter e: T(e) = T0+eTi-\-e2T2+
• • • , the Tk being operators on 3C. The weak, strong, and uniform convergence of this series are equivalent If 5"(e) is the partial sum P0+ePi + ■ ■ ■ +«nPn, e being real, S*(e) = Po*+eP* + • • ■ +e"P"*. Since a bounded operator has the same norm as its adjoint, ||P*(e) -5*(e)|| = ||P(e) -5"(e)||->0 as »-»oo. Therefore (1) T*(e) -P*+eP* + e2P2+--. .
Thus, if P(e) is regular and self-adjoint, the self-adjointness of the coefficients Po, Pi, P2, • • • is demonstrated by equating the coefficients of like powers of e in the series for T(e) and P*(e). It is obvious that the self-adjointness of the coefficients implies the self-adjointness of P(e).
These results do not have a direct analogue for a regular normal operator N(e) =No+eNi-\-e2N2+ ■ • • (an operator N is normal if NN* = N*N). That is, the normality of the sum does not guarantee the normality of the coefficients nor does the normality of the coefficients imply that the sum is normal. Nevertheless, there is one case -namely when N(z) = Ar0+zAri+z2A72 + • ■ • is normal for all (real and complex) z in a neighborhood of z = 0-where the power series sum being normal guarantees the same for the coefficients. This and more is contained in the corollary to the following theorem. 
t-o
Since r can be taken arbitrarily close to p, it follows on setting F(z, X) = llt-o z*/t(X) that (i), (ii), and (iii) of the theorem are satisfied.
